Preventing the spread of misinformation

A role for all nurses

By Antonia M. Villarruel, PhD, RN, FAAN, and Richard James, MSLIS
On July 15, 2021, the U.S. Surgeon General issued an urgent plea for all Americans to take part in slowing a serious threat to public health. He wasn’t talking about the COVID-19 pandemic but rather the deleterious effects on personal and public health caused by the creation and spread of health misinformation. Nurses, cited as the most trusted profession for their honesty and ethical standards, have a critical responsibility in combating misinformation and in helping patients, families, and communities identify and access credible, trusted health sources.

Misinformation: Then and now
A difference exists between misinformation and disinformation. Misinformation is false, inaccurate, or misleading information. Disinformation is a deliberate intent to deceive for political, personal, and monetary gain. Health misinformation has a long history. A well-known example is an 1802 cartoon depicting people turning into cows after receiving smallpox inoculations. In America, the term “snake oil” refers to ineffective and even poisonous “medications” popularized by traveling salespeople and newspaper advertising.

Although these past incidents echo in the digital age, the high volume and wide array of sources of information and content—all propagated, refined, and disseminated at warp-speed via computing networks and platforms of previously unimaginable power and reach—amplifies the problem. Social media platforms (SMPs), a major source of information dissemination, provide visually appealing content (such as memes or engaging images or tweets) that communicates simplistic messages and evokes suspicion. This stands in contrast to peer-reviewed science publications that provide more accurate information but tend to be densely worded and complex, preventing the same impact or uptake of SMP messages. In addition, studies by Chen and colleagues and Vosoughi and colleagues indicate that false information may more rapidly diffuse and spread further in part because of the strong emotions they may elicit.

The spread of misinformation also may be driven by the commercial interests of SMPs to increase engagement by presenting opinions, statements, and images that reward, affirm, and closely affiliate with a user’s real, assumed, or social interests. SMPs use algorithms and prioritize content based on popularity or similarity to a user’s previously viewed content. The resulting information creates a bubble composed of narrowly tailored messages based on individual interests, exposing users to more extreme perspectives while insulating them from neutral or opposing ones.

SMPs’ high volume of information and lack of quality control can lead to a preponderance of low-quality information, misinformation, or disinformation when patients, families, and communities search for answers to health questions. Misinformation has accelerated during the pandemic, resulting in what the World Health Organization (WHO) calls an “infodemic.” The effects include confusion and support for behaviors that can harm health, lead to mistrust in science, and ultimately undermine the public health response to the pandemic.

SMPs must do more to minimize these harms. They must implement policies and technical improvements that evaluate, promote, and imbed information from credible and verifiable sources of health information. Content labeling and transparency also can help reduce misinformation.

Nurses and misinformation
Nurses play an important role in reducing health misinformation harm and helping patients, families, and communities access credible, trusted sources. The Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements includes the duty to respect the inherent dignity of every person, including protecting a patient’s right to autonomy. But truly autonomous decision-making and informed consent are possible only when information is accurate, complete, and understandable. Nurses must ensure that patients have access to credible information, which can be defined simply as that which is consistent with the best scientific evidence available at the time.

How do nurses and other health professionals identify credible information? Foundational principles of credible sources of health information proposed by Kington and colleagues include science-based, objective (biases and conflicts are disclosed), and transparent and accountable. (See Credible health information: Foundational principles and attributes.) Librarians, especially those specializing in health and undergraduate education, have developed
many rubrics and tools to help consumers navigate the credibility and authority of online information.

Blakeslee’s CRAAP (or CRAP) test, one of the most well-known and widely used formal tools for source criticism, encourages users to walk through brief pathways to identify key areas of online source credibility (for example, currency, relevance, authority [author’s credentials], and purpose). CRAAP and similar tests can help evaluate traditional websites but may be less helpful in analyzing social media misinformation and disinformation. Kington and colleagues also developed more granular attributes and an algorithm to aid in assessing sites and information. (See Credibility algorithm.)

Nurses should consider these foundational attributes when interacting on SMPs where

---

Credible health information: Foundational principles and attributes

Use these principles and attributes to evaluate information, and share them with patients and families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundational principle</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Science-based:** Sources should provide information that is consistent with the best scientific evidence available at the time and meets standards for the creation, review, and presentation of scientific content. | • Acknowledges the limitations and evolution of knowledge (e.g., early or incomplete knowledge, as seen in the COVID-19 pandemic; small sample size; correlation versus causation)  
• Clearly labels information with the date it was last updated and strives to reassess and update content  
• Demonstrates subject-specific expertise (i.e., consistent and well-regardeded contributions in a given field)  
• Links to and is linked to by other credible sources  
• Provides citations for information shared and evidence to justify claims  
• Synthesizes information from multiple sources, rather than a single source  
• Uses a consensus process to develop the information shared  
• Uses peer-review or another form of content review to vet information before sharing |
| **Objective:** Sources should take steps to reduce the influence of financial and other forms of conflict of interest or bias that might compromise or be perceived to compromise the quality of the information they provide. | • Keeps health information separate from financial, political, or ideological messages  
• Maintains independence from funders  
• Separates lobbying activities from health information (or does not engage in lobbying)  
• Does not include advertisements with relevant health information (or does not host advertisements at all) |
| **Transparent and accountable:** Sources should disclose the limitations of the information they provide, as well as conflicts of interest, content errors, or procedural missteps. | • Discloses financial and nonfinancial conflicts  
• Discloses relevant policy positions and lobbying activities  
• Follows FACA regulations or similar transparency policies  
• Posts public corrections or retractions  
• Prioritizes accessibility and equitable access to information  
• Provides a mechanism for public feedback  
• Shares data, methods, or draft recommendations |

---

* For example, an organization could seek public comments on an interim set of health guidelines before finalizing and sharing the information more broadly.  
* A consensus process involves assembling a group of experts with diverse perspectives who assess a body of evidence and deliberate in order to arrive at an opinion or guidance that reflects the consensus of the group.  
* A peer-review process involves sharing the draft of a publication or other product with reviewers who have expertise or experience in the given topic and can provide feedback as to the product’s accuracy, balance, and appropriateness.  
* For example, an academic journal could maintain editorial independence (i.e., sole authority over published content) from the organization that funds it.  
* For example, an organization might host an advertisement for a cancer drug but keep this advertisement separate from the information it shares about cancer.  
* FACA stands for the Federal Advisory Committee Act, which established requirements for committees that advise the federal government. These requirements include public access to meetings and meeting notes, as well as summaries of expenditures (gsa.gov/policy-regulations/policy/federal-advisory-committee-management/advice-and-guidance/the-federal-advisory-committee-act-faca-brochure).  

Source: Kington et al. Reproduced with permission from the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of the National Academies Press, Washington, D.C.
their professional, social, and personal identities may converge. In addition, they should integrate them into clinical practice. Health systems concerned with training, accreditation, and patient education can support and sustain health professionals’ scientific and statistical literacy beyond undergraduate and graduate education by providing continuing professional education, establishing journal clubs, and promoting awareness of reliable resources (such as Khan Academy and Cochrane’s Students 4 Best Evidence).

Patients and families trust nurses to identify, recommend, and affirm credible sources of information. However, recommending a source also must include assessing the appropriateness of how information is presented, how patients navigate complex health information, and whether they trust the sources (even if they’re credible). Many credible sources are fact- and text-dense, requiring advanced comprehension skills and vocabulary, and they may present complex findings that patients find difficult to understand. In addition, most credible scholarly research in the health sciences languishes behind subscription paywalls, making it inaccessible to most patients.

Many publishers, particularly those who work with practice guidelines and high-quality reviews (including Cochrane Reviews, the Joanna Briggs Institute, the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute, and journals such as Pediatrics), have started to recommend or require plain-language summaries, infographics, video abstracts, and other comprehensible, openly available, and shareable content alongside the original scholarly document.

Before recommending sources, assess where and why people access health information. Many health professionals and librarians routinely refer patients to government websites, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and National Institutes of Health (NIH). However, many individuals and communities, for historical or political reasons, don’t trust the government. Other credible sources, such as MedlinePlus, WHO, and KidsHealth, also rank highly in search results and could be shared as credible sources along with websites such as Snopes (snopes.com), FactCheck (Factcheck.org), and PolitiFact (politifact.org). Health website certification programs, such as Health On the Net (www.hon.ch), provide review and verification of health-related internet sites. Definitions of credible nonprofit entities can help you identify nongovernmental information sources.

Credibility algorithm

Follow this algorithm to assess online health information credibility.

```
Is the source a nonprofit or government organization?
  Yes
  Does the source demonstrate alignment with the authors’ scientific principles and a preponderance of credibility attributes?
    Yes
    Source can be considered credible
    Preliminary assumption of credibility pending content review
  No
  Source may not be credible
  No
  Has the information shared by the source passed some form of content review by a social media platform or an independent third party?
    Yes
    Source can be considered credible
    Preliminary assumption of credibility pending content review
    Not applicable
  No

* This chart was developed for credibility assessment of nonprofit and government organizations only. For-profit companies and individuals that serve as sources of health information also should undergo separate credibility assessment processes.
  b Pre-existing standardized vetting mechanisms that align with the authors’ principles and attributes include accreditation, academic journal indexing, and government accountability rules. Even sources subject to one of these mechanisms should strive to meet the authors’ stated credibility principles and attributes.
  c See sidebar: Credible health information: Foundational principles and attributes.
  d Ideally, a quality assurance system that includes content assessment should supplement assessment of source credibility.
```

Source: Kington et al. Reproduced with permission from the National Academy of Sciences, Courtesy of the National Academies Press, Washington, D.C.
tific reference compared to false claims without scientific references. These findings underscore the importance of critically evaluating information, even from trusted sources.

A call to action
The Surgeon General recommends specific healthcare professional and organization actions to combat misinformation. Fundamental to these actions is to create an environment of trust by demonstrating empathy and curiosity, which encourages patients and families to share concerns and ask questions.

Proactively engage with patients and the public about health information.
- Acknowledge the barrage of health information available through technology platforms and other sources and the difficulty of “knowing who and what to trust.” (“I know there’s a great deal of information about COVID and not all of it is the same. Sometimes, it is hard to sort it out and know what to trust.”)
- Assess where patients and families get their health information and what sources they trust. Frequently, credible sources aren’t trusted sources. (“Where do you get most of your information about COVID-19? What makes that a trusted source for you?”)
- Provide alternate and accurate sources of information. (“I’m not familiar with that website, but I’ll look at it and let you know what I think. In the meantime, here’s where I get information and why I trust it.”)
- When correcting misinformation be non-judgmental. (“I’ve heard similar information about not getting vaccinated. Here’s what I’ve learned from the science and why I believe getting vaccinated is important and safe.”)

Use technology and media platforms to share accurate health information with the public.
- In addition to serving as a subject-matter expert and sharing peer-reviewed research, provide broadly accessible information via various platforms. For example, Dear Pandemic (dearpandemic.org) is a team of researchers and clinicians, including nurses, committed to answering questions and concerns with facts about COVID-19. They have platforms on Twitter and Facebook and serve as sources for public and professional media.
- Although not all health professionals are comfortable with social media, you and your interprofessional colleagues should consider when and how your voices can be best used to promote credible, evidence-based health information.

Partner with community groups and local organizations to prevent and address health misinformation.
- Nurses are important members of many communities beyond their relationships with patients, including in faith organizations, school, work, and social circles. Use opportunities to partner with these to provide and clarify information about COVID-19.
- The NIH Community Engagement Alliance (covid19community.nih.gov) provides national and local resources that you can use and share.

Answer the call
COVID-19 has demonstrated the need to prioritize science communication and public engagement at every level of society. Nurses understand that facilitating education and public access to health information provides pre-exposure prophylaxis against misinformation. As we all know, prevention is better than cure. Treating people for the harms of the infodemic is both difficult and uncertain, but nurses have access to a wealth of tools, principles, and approaches for ensuring that patients and communities receive evidence-based, up-to-date, and credible health information. The COVID-19 pandemic and related infodemic are calling us all to act in our professional and personal lives. How will you answer the call?
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Access references and a table of credible nonprofit categories at myamericannurse.com/?p=317243.